Development of a novel circular secondary clarifier for improving solids liquid separation in wastewater treatment.
A novel circular secondary clarifier was developed to obviate the shortcomings of conventional clarifiers. The novel clarifier provides natural flocculation, which occurs as a result of hydraulic energy dissipation and the formation of sludge cloud referred to as plume. The efficiency of the clarifier depends on the stability of the plume, which in turn depends on the velocity gradient. For natural flocculation to occur, a velocity gradient of 10 to 15 s(-1) was found to be favorable. This velocity also keeps the plume-rise well below the free-surface. The mean particle size of mixed liquor suspended solids increases from 41 to 83 microm in the plume, which indicates agglomeration of particles and confirms that natural flocculation is occurring within the plume. The hydraulic improvement achieved by improving inlet design dissipates hydraulic energy, uniformly distributes flow, minimizes sludge blanket disturbances, and promote flocculation. The improved clarifier operates at 1-h hydraulic retention time.